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1. Introduction. In 1959, Sinai (see [l]) gave an improved version

of the definition of entropy for a measure-preserving transformation

on a probability space. Included in the same paper was a theorem

which made possible the computation of the entropy of certain in-

vertible measure-preserving transformations. In this paper we prove

a theorem, similar to that of Sinai, for measure-preserving transfor-

mations which are not necessarily invertible.

2. Preliminaries. Let (X, S, ¡j) be a probability space, and T a

measure-preserving transformation on X. If A and C are subfields of

S with A finite, then the "entropy" and "conditional entropy" of A,

denoted H(A) and H(A/C), respectively, are defined in Halmos [2].

Using these concepts, the entropy of T is defined as follows. Let A

be a finite subfield of S, then VJL0 T~'A is a finite subfield of S, and

it follows from a theorem in information theory that

h(T,A) = lim (\¡(m + l))H(  V T~'A)
m-> » \ /„o /

exists. Then the entropy of T is h*(T), where

h*(T) = sup{h(T, A) | A a finite subfield of s].

Sinai's essential idea was to avoid taking the supremum by ex-

hibiting a finite subfield A of S for which h(T, A) gave the supremum,

but his proof depended on the invertibility of T. The theorem proved

below replaces the supremum over all finite subfields A by a supre-
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mum over a countable collection of subfields, and allows noninverti-

ble T. We require the following results, which may be found in

Halmos [2].

Let A, B, C, D be subfields of S with A and B finite, then

(1) #(.4) = — ̂ T,a fi(A) log n(A), where the summation is over all

the atoms A of A.

(2) H(A\/B) = H(B)+H(A/B).
(3) If AQB, then H(A)£H(B).
(4) UAQC, then H(A/C)=0.
(5) Ifr-wr-'c^ h(a/c)^
(6) H(AVB/C)£H(A/a + H(B/C).
(7) If CÇID, then H(A/D)^H(A/C).
(8) If C1ÇZC2Ç • • •  are subfields of S then

lim H(A/C„) = H (a I  Vcl
»-"» \      I      n-l        /

3. Computing entropy.

Theorem. Let T be a measure-preserving transformation on X. Sup-

pose there exists a sequence \An}, n = 1, 2, • • ■ , of finite subfields of S,

such that, if Bn denotes V/l0 T~'An, then

(a) B1QB2Q ■ • ■ ,and

(b) S=V„"=1S„.
Then h*(T) =lim sup h(T, An).

Proof. Let B be a finite subfield of S. Then, for m, k^O, and »^ 1,

it follows that

/   * \ /    h m+k \

H ( V T-{B US    V T-< BV V T-'A )

(m+k \ /   k 1   m+k \

V T-'An) + H(  V T-'B I   V T-'An),

by (3) and (2). Now the second term in the sum above is dominated

by
k / t   m+k \

J^HÍT-'B /   V T-iAA,

according to (6), and this is less than or equal to

k / 1  m+i \

J^hIt-'B /   V T-'An),
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according to (7). Now for any pair of subfields A and B of S, T~1(A\/B)

= T~1A\/T-lB, therefore

V T~'An = T-

Thus,

/   k i m+k \ A: / / m \

HI V T-'B /   V T-'A„    l^ïï   r-<B / T-'V T->An )
\ 1=0 ' ;-0 / »-0 \ ' J-O /

= J:h(b I V T->An)
i-o     \   /    y-o /

^(k + VjH^B / V r-^„Y

by (5). Hence

1     _ / * \      m + k       1      _ / »+* \
- hIMT-'B)^-Hi   V T-'An)
k+ 1      \,=0 /       \+k   m+k      \,_o /

Hence, letting k—>»,

ä(2\b) g A(r,A,) + h(b/ V 7^¿n\

and, letting w—»a>,

A(2\ B) g Ä(r, iln) + H(B/Bn), by (8).

Finally, letting »—>a>,

h(T, B) g lim sup h(T, AJ + hÍb / V 5* J

= \im sup h(T,An), by (8) and (4).

It now follows that h*(T) =sup h(T, An)=lim sup h(T, An). This

completes the proof of the theorem.

4. An example. Let S denote the set of all infinite sequences of

zeros and ones, with uniform product measure (see [3, p. 5]), and let

« be an integer greater than one. If f(xi, x2, • • • , xn) is a polynomial

over GF2, then/induces a mapping, f„, of S into S, defined as follows:

if y= {ym}, m = 0, ±1, ±2, •••, then fa(y)=z where z= {zm}, and
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zm^f(ym, Vrn+i, ■ ■ ■ , y«+n-i)i m = 0,  ±1,   ±2, ■ ■ ■ . Concerning/„,

the following statements are valid:

(a) /„ is a measurable transformation of S into S.

(b) fa, is measure-preserving iff/« is onto.

(c) If f(xu x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn)=Xi+g(x2, • • • , xn-i)+x„, where g is a

polynomial over GF2, then:

(i) fa, is precisely 2"_1 to 1, and onto;

(ii) fa, is ergodic and strongly mixing;

(iii) the entropy of /„ is (n — 1) log 2.

The proof of (c)  (iii) may be accomplished by using the theorem

proved above (see [4]); however, since/«, is not invertible, Sinai's

theorem cannot be used.
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